Plava Laguna Croatia Open Umag

Status | Nat | Main Draw Singles
--- | --- | ---
1 | ESP | ALCARAZ, Carlos [1]
1 | | BYE
2 | LL | GOMBOS, Norbert
3 | | DELBONIS, Federico
4 | | 64 57 64
5 | | ETCHEVERRY, Tomas
6 | | BAGNIS, Facundo
7 | | MOUTET, Corentin
8 | | ALTMAIER, Daniel
9 | | RUNE, Holger [3]
10 | WC | PRIZMIC, Dino
11 | | ZAPATA MIRALLES, Bernabe
12 | | 64 30 Ret’d
13 | Q | ZEPPIERI, Giulio
14 | | CACHIN, Pedro
15 | | GALAN, Daniel Elahi
16 | | FOGNINI, Fabio
17 | | MUSSETTI, Lorenzo [8]
18 | PR | BEDENE, Aljaz
19 | | CECCHINATO, Marco
20 | WC | POLJICAK, Mili
21 | | AGAMENONE, Franco
22 | | DJERE, Laslo
23 | | BAEZ, Sebastian [4]
24 | 4 | BAEZ, Sebastian
25 | SVK | MOLCAN, Alex [5]
26 | WC | ADJUKOVIC, Duje
27 | | CARBALLES BAENA, Roberto
28 | | LAAKSONEN, Henri
29 | | MUNAR, Jaume [4]
30 | | YMER, Mikael
31 | | BYE
32 | 2 | SINNER, Jannik [2]

Points: 250

Seeded Players | Rank | Prize Money | Points | Alternates / Lucky Losers | Withdrawals
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | ALCARAZ, Carlos | 6 | € 81,310 | 250 | N. Gombos, Norbert
2 | SINNER, Jannik | 10 | € 47,430 | 150 | J. Vesely, Sebastian
3 | RUNE, Holger | 27 | € 37,885 | 90 | ALCARAZ, Carlos
4 | BAEZ, Sebastian | 32 | € 16,160 | 40 | MOLCAN, Alex
5 | MOLCAN, Alex | 48 | € 9,380 | 20 | ALTMAIER, Daniel
6 | ALTMAIER, Daniel | 56 | € 5,730 | 0 | BAEZ, Sebastian
7 | FOGNINI, Fabio | 61 | | | BAEZ, Sebastian
8 | MUSSETTI, Lorenzo | 62 | | | BAEZ, Sebastian

Follow Live Scoring at www.ATPTour.com

Last Direct Acceptance: Cachin, Pedro - 120 ATP Supervisor(s): Jorge Mandi

Withdrawals: Jannik SINNER [2]